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Hi Springboarders,

 

Thank you to those who attended this week’s Coffee chat.

 

If you missed it, you can view the recording [HERE]. The recording is also available in the members

only area of our website under ‘Files’.

 

Here are the highlights from this week’s chat

Coffee Chat Update:

I’ll be cancelling all coffee chats after July 28th and you’ll receive a new invite for a

monthly Coffee Chat starting in August. Individual monthly chats may be cancelled if

they fall too close to a Network Meeting date.

Fall Network Meeting will be in-person,  likely in or around Halifax (provided the

Atlantic Bubble doesn’t pop). The Network Meeting Committee will meet in August to

determine date & agenda.

Exciting Member News:

CNA has been selected as one of only five pan-Canadian partners for the new Mining

Innovation Commercialization Accelerator (MICA) Network. This is a $112.4-million

project being led by Centre for Excellence in Mining Innovation Inc. (CEMI). View the

Press Release [HERE]

Valerie Leland has been appointed USt.A’s new Director of Research Services

Some members have begun planning in-person and/or hybrid events for the Fall (some

internal and some external)

Network Exits:

Mathieu Brideau (UdeM/Mt.A) & Cassidy Weisbord (NBCC) both left had their last days

with the Network last week.

Member Metrics Summaries - Would your institution’s metrics be valuable to receive back as

tables/charts for use in Presentations to institution’s leadership (Similar to the new

Springboard Dashboards presented at the Network Meeting)? If so, please reach out to me

directly. I’ll be kicking off this initiative with a few trial institutions over the next few weeks.

Upcoming Presentation / Webinar– MITACS changes presentation (Wed, July 21 @ 1:00-

1:30pm ADT)

Professional Development Discussion Highlights – If you have ideas for topics you’d like to

learn more about, speakers, or organizations you’d like to hear from, please let me know.

Some great ideas were shared during the meeting:

Atlantic Policy Congress & the Atlantic Aboriginal Economic Development Integrated

Research Program (AAEDIRP) – This presentation is already in the works. Dates to come

next week

Tips & tricks to look out for in legal agreements / contracts (Perhaps using some

scenarios we’ve experienced over the years)
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Safeguarding Sciences workshop about the new national security considerations being

incorporated into the NSERC Alliance process. Read more about the requirement

[HERE]

Network Meeting specific:

Breakout sessions during Network Meeting (new members vs. experienced

members)

Local economic development / innovation ecosystem partners, based on the

location of the Network Meetings

IM Refresher / tips & tricks

 

Reach out if you have any topics you’d like to see added to a Coffee Chat, or if you have any

suggestions for professional development topics to explore.

 

All the best,

Morgan

 

 
Morgan MacKinnon
Manager, Partnerships & Member Support

1344 Summer Street, Suite 125
Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3H 0A8
T 902.421.5678 | C 902.456.3295
springboardatlantic.ca
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